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Next-generation sequencing (NGS) as a diagnostic
tool for retinal degeneration reveals a much higher
detection rate in early-onset disease

Morag E Shanks1, Susan M Downes2,3, Richard R Copley1, Stefano Lise1, John Broxholme4,
Karl AZ Hudspith1, Alexandra Kwasniewska4,5, Wayne IL Davies3,6, Mark W Hankins3, Emily R Packham7,
Penny Clouston7, Anneke Seller7, Andrew OM Wilkie8, Jenny C Taylor1, Jiannis Ragoussis4 and
Andrea H Németh*,1,3,9

Inherited retinal degeneration (IRD) is a common cause of visual impairment (prevalence B1/3500). There is considerable

phenotype and genotype heterogeneity, making a specific diagnosis very difficult without molecular testing. We investigated

targeted capture combined with next-generation sequencing using Nimblegen 12plex arrays and the Roche 454 sequencing

platform to explore its potential for clinical diagnostics in two common types of IRD, retinitis pigmentosa and cone-rod dystrophy.

50 patients (36 unknowns and 14 positive controls) were screened, and pathogenic mutations were identified in 25% of patients

in the unknown, with 53% in the early-onset cases. All patients with new mutations detected had an age of onset o21 years and

44% had a family history. Thirty-one percent of mutations detected were novel. A de novo mutation in rhodopsin was identified in

one early-onset case without a family history. Bioinformatic pipelines were developed to identify likely pathogenic mutations and

stringent criteria were used for assignment of pathogenicity. Analysis of sequencing metrics revealed significant variability in

capture efficiency and depth of coverage. We conclude that targeted capture and next-generation sequencing are likely to be very

useful in a diagnostic setting, but patients with earlier onset of disease are more likely to benefit from using this strategy. The

mutation-detection rate suggests that many patients are likely to have mutations in novel genes.
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INTRODUCTION

Inherited retinal degeneration (IRD) is a term used to describe a wide
range of genetically determined retinal disorders, which cause varying
degrees of progressive visual dysfunction and blindness. The nosology
of IRD is complex, ranging from eponymous classifications to clinical
and functional phenotyping using imaging, electrophysiology and
psychophysical evaluation.
Many recognisable phenotypes are associated with mutations in

specific genes, for example ABCA4 in Stargardt disease, but retinitis
pigmentosa and rod-cone/cone-rod dystrophies exhibit significant
genetic heterogeneity ( https://sph.uth.tmc.edu/retnet – last accessed
23 March 2012). These cases provide the greatest challenge for
clinicians in providing accurate prognosis and genetic recurrence
risks to family members. The frequency of mutations in each of these
genes is unknown, and in a diagnostic setting sequential genetic
testing might be considered. Hitherto, genetic testing technologies
have been limited to Sanger sequencing, which is very accurate but
prohibitively costly for large-scale sequencing, or screening methods

such as APEX arrays which detect only known mutations. Because of
these complex clinical, technical and costing issues, very few genes
have been available for testing within a clinical diagnostic setting in
the UK or elsewhere (Supplementary Table 1).1,2 It is recognised that
genetic testing has an increasingly important role in IRD, not only for
clinical diagnostics and for prognosis but also for potential
therapeutic interventions such as gene therapy, and since High
Throughput or next-generation sequencing (NGS) allows multiple
genes to be sequenced in parallel, this could be used to increase
molecular diagnostic rates in IRD. As IRD is highly clinically and
genetically heterogeneous, it offers an ideal model in which to
investigate the complexities of introducing NGS into a clinical
diagnostic setting. We therefore set out to identify pathogenic
mutations in a cohort of patients with retinitis pigmentosa or cone-
rod dystrophy from an Ophthalmic Genetic clinic to determine which
patients would be most likely to benefit from a targeted screening
approach in a clinical diagnostic setting. There have been two other
recent publications using NGS in retinal dystrophies. The first
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reported a detection rate of 57% in 20 patients with a mixture of
retinal phenotypes and the second reported a 36% detection rate in
100 patients with retinitis pigmentosa. However, neither reported data
on the age of onset of the condition in the patients who were
analysed.3,4 We used targeted capture combined with NGS to enrich
and sequence for genes of interest, to determine whether NGS could
be a useful introduction into clinical practice and, if so, which patient
groups would be most likely to benefit.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Human subjects
All patients (and involved relatives) were counselled and consented according

to the Declaration of Helsinki and the study was approved by the local Ethics

Committee.5 Patients were recruited if they were diagnosed with retinitis

pigmentosa (RP) or cone-rod dystrophy (CRD) phenotype in a specialist

Ophthalmic Genetics Clinic (run by SMD). We excluded any patient from this

analysis who did not have RP or CRD, or was considered to have a

multifactorial condition such as age-related macular degeneration. We also

excluded patients with likely Stargardt disease, who were analysed in a separate

study.6

Fifty-five patients were targeted and sequenced, 50 of which were included

in the final analysis (5 were excluded because of low coverage – see results).

14/50 samples were positive controls. The positive controls included 12

patients who had been screened for ABCA4 mutations in a previous study

and 2 patients with heterozygous dominant mutations identified in PRPF8 and

PRPF31.6 Nineteen pathogenic variants were known in the positive control

group (Supplementary Table 2).

Targeted capture and next-generation sequencing
A custom NimbleGen 12-plex capture array was designed and manufactured

by Roche NimbleGen. The array was designed to capture 1413 exons from 73

IRD genes and 1 deep intronic splice site in CEP290, known to be associated

with LCA (c.2991þ 1655A4G) (Supplementary Table 3).7 The design also

included the entire genomic region of ABCA4 as some patients with a single

mutation in ABCA4 might harbour mutations in the intronic region, although

only the 25bp of intronic sequence surrounding the exons was included in the

current analysis. The target regions of interest (ROI), including exons and

UTRs were identified and compiled using NCBI build 36.1, hg18 and the

Ensembl database, and all annotated transcripts were included. The final

NimbleGen design was 463.4 kb in size and was made up of 135 000 (135K)

overlapping 60–90bp probes that covered 96.4% ROI. Genes were included if

they were known to have previously been associated with IRD in the literature

or RetNet (https://sph.uth.tmc.edu/retnet – last accessed 23 March 2012).

Library preparations were made using the Roche manufacturer’s protocol. In

brief, 7mg of patient’s genomic DNA was sheared by nebulisation into

fragments of 400–800 bp (mean 600 bp). The fragment ends were polished

using T4 PNK and T4 DNA polymerase and then adaptors containing a

unique 454 Multiple Identifier Sequence (MID) were ligated. The library was

immobilised to streptavidin beads to allow elution of single-stranded DNA,

which was amplified by linker-mediated PCR using adaptor-specific primers.

An amplified library of 1mg was loaded onto 1 region of the 12-plex array

with 100mg of COT-1 and MID-specific hybridisation oligonucleotides. Each

region of the array contained the full 135K probe design. The array was

hybridised for 60–70 h, washed and eluted as per NimbleGen instructions. The

captured DNA was then re-amplified using linker-mediated PCR.

Emulsion PCR was performed using an optimal ratio of DNA to capture

beads as per manufacturer’s instructions. The emulsion was broken, the

capture beads containing DNA were recovered and the sequencing primers

were added. These samples were sequenced on 2� 454 Titanium runs: each

run used the two-lane gasket option and the same 12-plex capture was run on

both lanes.

Sequence-read mapping and variant calling
Read data were analysed using the 454 Sequencing System Software package

(version 2.5.3). Sequencing run files (SFF format) were split by multiplex

identifiers (MID) using the ‘sfffile’ program. The GS Reference Mapper

software with default parameters was then used to map sequence reads to

the human reference genome (NCBI build 36, hg18) and to detect variants.

Identified variants were annotated through the refGene database and flagged if

already present in dbSNP (build 130). Only high-confidence variants (ie, those

reported in the ‘454HCDiff.txt’ output file) within the targeted regions were

considered.

Initial Analysis
454 Newbler Software

Variants from the Reference sequence selected for further analysis
nsSNPs
INDELS

Intronic variants +/-25bp from Exon boundaries

Training dataset
Variants present in >20% of patients considered to be benign SNPs and removed from further analysis

Annotation
Alamut software used to annotate variants

nsSNP
Prediction programs PolyPhen2 and

SIFT used to identify variants as benign,
possibly pathogenic and probably

pathogenic

sSNPs and Intronic mutations
Analysed with 4 splices site predictor

programs:

Benign variants removed from dataset

SpliceSite Finder–like, MaxEntScan,
NNSplice, Human Splice Site Finder 

INDELS

Frequency data from dbSNP and 1000 genomes project – variants >5% removed from dataset
Literature searches to identify previously identified pathogenic variants or novel variants in genes previously associated with the phenotype

Figure 1 Data-analysis pipeline; the approximate number of variants at each analysis stage is shown.
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Sanger sequencing validation
All mutations identified by NGS and considered likely to be pathogenic were

validated by Sanger sequencing using standard protocols and where possible

family members were tested to determine phase and investigate cosegregation

of the variants with disease.

Sequence coverage was estimated from the ‘454ReadStatus.txt’ output file

with custom perl scripts. Only reads with mapping status ‘Full’ or ‘Partial’ were

included in the analysis. The following metrics were determined: total data per

array, percentage of total reads aligned to the ROI and for each ROI:

minimum, maximum and mean number of reads and percentage of bases

with Z10� , 20� , 30� coverage. These data were used to determine

whether there was any bias of coverage in samples with or without mutations

identified.

Variants were annotated using the analysis pipeline detailed in Figure 1. This

pipeline included pathogenicity prediction programs PolyPhen2, SIFT and

MutPred in addition to splice prediction programs MaxEntScan, NNSplice,

Human Splice site finder and Splice Site finder.8–13 Missense mutations were

considered likely to be pathogenic if (a) PolyPhen2, SIFT and MutPred all

suggested pathogenicity (b) the variant has been previously reported with good

evidence for a functional effect (c) low frequency in the general population and

(d) in recessive cases the second mutation was found. We took a very

conservative approach to considering missense mutations as pathogenic,

because we have data from the analysis of rhodopsin to suggest that

previously reported pathogenic mutations are in fact benign

polymorphisms.14 Patient data were analysed by age of onset, presence or

absence of family history and the phenotype. We calculated the percentage of

bp of submitted exons that were missing from the NimbleGen final probe

design. We also identified the number and percentage of exons missing from

the final sequence data. We also analysed four samples with equivalent total

reads and alignment to investigate the contribution of capture efficiency to the

variability in overall depth of coverage obtained.

RESULTS

Samples of 55 patients were captured on a total of 8 arrays and
sequenced in a total of 17 runs. In 5 of the 55 samples o80% of bases
were covered at 10� and the samples were excluded from
further analysis. Data metrics for the remaining 50 samples
(36 unknown IRD, 14 controls) are shown in Table 1.

Identification of mutations in positive controls
Eighteen of the 19 pathogenic mutations present in the 14 control
samples were detected (Supplementary Table 2). The mutation that
was not detected, ABCA4 c.4537dupC in exon 30, is within a short
homopolymer tract of 7 C (Supplementary Figure 1). The coverage of
this base in this sample was 38� .15

Identification of variants considered likely to be pathogenic in
patients with an unknown retinal degeneration
Mutations that were considered highly likely to be pathogenic, based
on our analysis pipeline, were found in 9/36 patients in a total of 6
genes, making a total pathogenic mutation-detection rate of 25%
(Table 2). In the patients with an age of onset under 21 the detection
rate was 53% (Supplementary Table 5). The mutations were located at

13 different positions, of which 4 were novel. In total, 6 of the 9
patients had two autosomal recessive mutations, and 3 of the 9
patients had 1 autosomal dominant mutation. Surprisingly, 1 early-
onset patient had the mutation P53R in Rhodopsin, which has only
been described once before, segregating in an autosomal dominant RP
family with adult-onset.16 This mutation was shown to be de novo,
when parental samples were analysed (Table 2 and Supplementary
Table 4) and analysis of photopigment function and cellular traffick-
ing confirmed the pathogenicity of this variant.14 There is one very
recent report of a de novo mutation in rhodopsin, although in that
report, the data were inconclusive because paternal DNA was
unavailable.4 Of the presumed pathogenic variants identified, 31%
were present in dbSNP, demonstrating that this database likely
contains numerous pathogenic variants. A further patient had a
single mutation: 2465fsX2 in exon 54 of CEP290 (which causes
autosomal recessive disease), which was considered highly likely to be
pathogenic, but the second mutation was not found. Overall, in the
mutation-positive patients only 5 of the 13 mutations were missense
mutations, reflecting the very conservative assessment we made of
pathogenicity.
All patients with identifiable mutations had an age of onset o21

years and 44% had a positive family history: 2 with a dominant family
history, and 2 with a family history suggestive of recessive inheritance
(affected siblings or consanguinity). In the patients without identifiable
mutations, 70% had an age of onset over 21 years and 78% did not
have any relevant family history (Figure 2 and Supplementary Table 5).
In the patient with the CEP290 deletion in exon 54 that produced a

premature truncation codon (Table 2), no second mutation could be
found, even in the cryptic splice site. The coverage for CEP290 in this
patient was over 99% of bases covered by at least 10� and 82%
covered by at least 30� , suggesting that low coverage is not the
explanation for the missing second mutation.
When the records of all the cases were reviewed retrospectively, the

mutations were considered to be consistent with the phenotype. A total
of 19 variants were checked by Sanger sequencing of which three were
not verified. Two had a low ratio of variant to reference sequence, and
the third was an insertion, suggesting that all were artefacts.

Capture and sequence coverage variability
In all, 4.6% of exons, including 13 full exons, were not covered by the
NimbleGen probes. However, we found that not all the regions were
consistently missing from the sequence data, presumably because
some of the regions are captured by neighbouring probes. One exon
in PITPNM3 was consistently and entirely missed from the final data
despite being present in the design. We compared 4 samples with
similar levels of coverage (61–71� ) and found that there was
considerable variation in the base pairs and exons that were missing
(Table 3). For example: 93–97% of base pairs were covered at 10�
and 94–98% of exons were completely covered (10� or more).
However, if coverage at 30� is considered as the gold standard, then

Table 1 Overall sequencing metrics.

Coverage (%)

Data (Mb) Alignment (%) % bp coverage 410� % bp coverage 420� % bp coverage 430� Base coverage per sample
Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range

430 322–570 58 10–76 94 82–99 85 62–97 71 33–97 58 24–117

Abbreviation: bp, base pair.
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only 71–82% of exons were covered at this depth. Although there was
a general correlation between missing exons and depth of coverage,
this was not linear: our conclusions from this analysis are that for a
specific depth of coverage, there is significant variability in the ROI
with missing data.

Analysis comparing different patient-group metrics
When the data were analysed for percentage coverage at o10, o20
and o30� , we found that there was no evidence of bias towards the
identification of pathogenic mutations in regions of greater coverage
(Figure 3). The positive control samples showed a similar spread of
coverage compared with the probands, suggesting that there is no
specific bias in our data set to account for some patients not having
mutations detected (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

We used targeted NGS in patients with retinitis pigmentosa and cone-
rod dystrophy to address the issues specifically related to clinical
diagnostics, namely: (a) the characteristics of patients most likely to
have mutations detected in order to provide guidelines for genetic
testing, (b) genotype–phenotype correlations, (c) determining impor-
tant sequencing metrics, and (d) bioinformatic challenges of deter-
mining pathogenicity in the context of large number of sequence
variants. These issues are particularly relevant as targeted sequencing
is likely to be the technology of choice for diagnostic purposes. This is
because whole exome/genome-analysis pipelines need to be refined
further to provide the accuracy required in a diagnostic setting.
We found that certain patient categories increased the likelihood of

detecting mutations in our gene set. The most important was the age

Table 2 Presumed pathogenic variants

Patient Diagnosis

Age at

onset

Variant

AA(s) dbSNP Evidence for pathogenicity for novel mutations Family history

Co-

segregation Reference

IRD_111 RP 3 RHO, P53R rs28933395 P53R expressed at low levels, regenerated

chromophore poorly and was retained

in the ER

Simplex Mutation

de novo

14,16

IRD_092 Cone/rod

dystrophy

8 ABCA4, Q2220X

ABCA4, Q2220X

— A PTC mutation that results in the

loss of 53AA

2 affected male

cousins. Consan-

guineous first

cousin parents

Parents

heterozygous

for mutation

17

IRD_086 RP 10 ABCA4, N965S rs61749449 Sun et al showed that N965S mutation

results in a protein that shows very little

retinal-stimulated ATP hydrolysis

Affected sister

consanguineous

first cousin

parents

Sister

positive for

homozygous

mutation

18

IRD_082 RP 11 ABCA4, E636X — PTC that results in the loss of almost

70% of the ABCA4 protien.

Simplex — —

ABCA4, V256V — Results in a predicted splice-site mutation 19,20

IRD_123 RP 14 PDE6B, E55Xa — PTC that results in the loss of 90% of AA

including the cGMP binding domain and the

catalytic domain

Simplex — 21

PDE6B: I18

c.2193þ1

— Results in a predicted splice-site mutation

IRD_094 Cone/rod

dystrophy

15 GUCY2D, R838H rs61750173 Mutant has been shown to be less sensitive

to calcium concentrations and is catalytically

active even at high calcium levels. This activity

probably causes excess calcium to build up

in photoreceptor eventually causing apoptosis.

Affected

daughter

— 22

IRD_121 Macular

dystrophy

17 CRX, 258Xa PTC results in the loss of the OTX domain at

the carboxy terminus (AA 284–295). A study

by Chau et al showed this loss results in a

mutant protein that, although still able to

bind to CRX recognition sites, was unable

to initiate the rhodopsin promoter

3 affected

siblings

All 3 siblings

positive for

mutation-

—

IRD_095 RP 18 PDE6B: Q298X — PTC causing the loss of 35% of the protein Simplex — 23

PDE6B: I18,

c.2194-1a

Predicted by software to result in a

splice-site mutation

IRD_100 LCA;severe

RP

4

months

aCRB1T, 745K rs28939720

(dbSNP entry

for T745M)

T745M previously reported and found to disrupt

an area of cytoplasmic domain that was found

to be crucial to function in drosophila

Simplex

24,25

CRB1, c.2842þ5 �rs28939720 Predicted by software to result in a

splicesite mutation

—

Abbreviations: AA, amino acid; dbSNP, single-nucleotide polymorphism database; IRD, inherited retinal degeneration; PTC, premature truncation codon.
aNovel mutation not previously described.
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of onset: all the patients with mutations had an onset under 21 years
of age. This skewing of mutation detection towards the earlier age of
onset group in our patients suggests that routine screening of patients
over the age of 50 in a diagnostic setting is probably not warranted
until further data are available. The explanation for skewing towards
cases with an onset of under 21 years of age is unclear, but it may be
that cases with an onset of over 50 years of age have a multigenic
or multifactorial aetiology including accumulated environmental
factors.

A positive family history was a poorer predictor in identifying a
mutation. Although simplex cases are often considered most likely to
represent autosomal recessive disease, we found a de novo dominant
mutation in one patient, illustrating that it is important to include
this possibility when providing genetic counselling. 8/17 (47%,
Supplementary Table 5) cases with an onset of under 21 did not
have mutations detected in contrast to the 53% of who did. Further
work is in progress to investigate this, using whole-exome sequencing
to determine if these patients have mutations in novel genes.

Patients with pathogenic mutations and 
presence or absence of family history

22%
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18%

4%
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15%

0% 15%

Age range of patients without  mutations
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Age range of patients with pathogenic 
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100%

44%

56%
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Negative FH
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Figure 2 Age range and family history status of patients. (a) Age range of patients with pathogenic mutation(s) identified. (b) Age range of patients without

pathogenic mutation(s) identified. (c) Family history in patients with pathogenic mutations identified (d) Family history in patients without a pathogenic

mutation identified (e) Distribution of phenotypes in patients with a pathogenic mutation (red) compared with the total (blue).

Table 3 Capture variability. Metrics for four samples normalised for number of reads, average coverage and alignment

Sample

Alignment

to ROI (%)

% bp covered

at 410�
% bp covered

at 430�
Av

coverage

No of mapped

reads

No of ROI

at 10�
% of ROI

at 10�
No of ROI with

20% miss at 10�
% of ROI with

20% miss at 10�
No of ROI

at 30�
% of ROI

at 30�

IRD_066 71 93 74 66 150 817 1336 94 1316 93 1004 71

IRD_059 70 94 76 64 142 196 1353 96 1342 95 1014 72

IRD_077 55 96 79 61 143 850 1375 97 1372 97 1103 78

IRD_129 71 97 82 71 152 325 1390 98 1387 98 1164 82

Abbreviations: bp, base pair; IRD, inherited retinal degeneration; ROI, regions of interest.
Column 7 indicates all ROI in original array design.
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Although the phenotype was retrospectively considered to be
consistent with the mutations found, this could not have been
predicted a priori, illustrating the benefits of sequencing multiple
genes in parallel. This was particularly the case for ABCA4 mutations
in which the patients had atypical non-STGD phenotypes, a well-
recognised phenomenon with ABCA4 retinopathies.17 We found 1
patient with a single-CEP290 mutation. Mutations in this exon are
known to cause Joubert and Meckel syndromes and LCA, so we
considered this mutation highly likely to be pathogenic, but we were
unable to identify the 2nd mutation despite good coverage across the
gene.7,26 Thirty-one percent of the mutations we identified were
novel, indicating that screening methods, which only detect for
known mutations, would have missed a significant number of these
in our data set.
We examined metrics that will be relevant when introducing NGS

into clinical diagnostics. In particular, we examined metrics that
might affect accuracy of the result, given that in a diagnostic setting
this is of crucial importance. We found that there was variability in the
capture efficiency, reflected by the variability of alignment (10–76%,
average 58%), which is similar to other reports of hybridisation-based
capture.27 We also found that average depth of coverage was highly
variable (24–117� , average 58� ). Even when we controlled for the
coverage, we found that the ROI that were missing were highly
variable and not consistent, with only one exon that was entirely
missed in all samples. A specific problem we noted was the difficulty of
detecting mutations in homopolymer tracts using the 454
pyrosequencing chemistry. We show here that this is a problem with
the 454 software rather than the chemistry itself, as the mutation was
detected, but failed on quality scores. However, altering the software to
increase mutation detection will increase the number of false positives
leading to the need for additional validation by Sanger sequencing.

A major consideration for diagnostics is determining pathogenicity
in the context of large number of sequence variants. Our analysis
pipeline required several modifications during the analysis process.
We found that if we excluded variants present in dbSNP during the
filtering process, we removed 31% of the likely pathogenic variants in
our data set. This applied to both recessive and dominant mutations.
We also found that when synonymous variants were excluded, a splice
mutation was missed. Therefore we adjusted our filtering algorithms
to include splice predictions for synonymous variants and to include
variants in dbSNP. We also noted that some indels were miscalled by
the 454 software as synonymous SNPs and these were only identified
manually. Use of commercially available software programmes may
resolve some of these issues.
To assess pathogenicity of individual variants, we used standard

pathogenicity prediction programmes, and missense variants that
were considered to be benign by any of the programs were removed.
This strategy reduced the number of variants to be analysed, but may
have resulted in some pathogenic variants being removed and
therefore missed during the filtering process. We were particularly
conservative in our assessment of missense mutations, as we have
recently found missense mutations in rhodopsin that are classified
and reported as pathogenic by prediction programs but are almost
certainly benign polymorphisms.14 However, this is not a new
problem, as it is well recognised that bioinformatics prediction
programs have limitations.
Two other papers have published data on the use of NGS for

diagnostics in retinal degeneration with detection rates varying from
25% in our current study to 57%. These differences in detection rates
are almost certainly due to variations in patient selection criteria,
although it is possible that our lower detection rate is also due to our
very conservative approach in making estimates of pathogenicity.
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Specifically, Neveling et al,8 considered missense variants to be
pathogenic, if two of the three programs predicted pathogenicity,
whereas we required all three programs to consider a missense variant
to be pathogenic. These differences emphasise that patient-selection
criteria are of utmost importance in maximising the detection rate in
a diagnostic setting and also that interpretation of pathogenicity
remains a challenge for diagnostic services.14

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that NGS offers significant advantages over conven-
tional Sanger sequencing or screening technologies for clinical
diagnostics of RP/CRD. However, we also show that capture methods,
sequencing chemistries and bioinformatics pipelines need to be
optimised to use NGS in a clinical diagnostic setting with confidence.
Until these are achieved, the following points should be considered:

� Genetic testing guidelines and strategies to determine which
patients are most likely to benefit from testing will become clearer
as NGS use becomes more widespread. Our data suggest that
targeting testing towards those with a younger age of onset or a
family history may be the most cost effective. When reporting that
‘no mutation has been identified’, it should be made clear that some
mutations may not be detected owing to factors such as lack of
depth of coverage and miscalling of bases; as NGS evolves these
problems will be addressed.

� All variants should be validated by Sanger sequencing before they
are formally reported in the clinical setting.
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